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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Motivation, maturation, and readiness are all imperative to learning.

Bigge (1976) noted that much of the

research on readiness pertains to readiness skills in
reading and mathematics.

Young children are ready to learn

something when they have achieved sufficient physiological
maturation and experimental background that they not only
can but also want to learn.
Repetition per se--doing exactly the same thing over
and over again--does not teach.

One cannot assume that

since some practice is good, more practice is better.
Therefore daily repetition of ditto sheets, repetitious
writing assignments or verbal repetition of facts is neither
teaching or learning when compared to cognitive growth and
development.
It is important to remember that a child's attention
span does not necessarily increase with age but it increases
with motivation.

Young children are motivated to experiment

and learn as they selectively move from one learning center
to another .

Stimulated by curiosity the children find

learning centers a pleasurable challenge as they manipulate
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v a rious selected objects to enhance their intellectual
development.
Robison (1977) realized that teaching the poverty
stric k en child requires an optimistic approach by the
teacher.

Although poverty is one of the most retardent

conditions in the world today, developmental and environmental possibilities support the optimistic attitudes that
most children can turn out well.

She stated cognitive

g oals that should be developed, such as:

children should

become task oriented and persist at tasks for reasonable
periods, they should sort and classify objec-ts at reasonable
levels of complexity, seek cause-and-effect relationship
experiences with concrete objects, differentiate and
identify common geometric shapes, use numerals and quantitative concepts to refer to objects and operations, and
match objects on a one-to-one basis.

These are some of the

objectives that can be taught through the cognitive
approach in a cooking center.
Problem
The purpose of this study was to investigate how another
medium (cooking) can be used to teach reading and mathematics
readiness skills to young children.

Much research (Nelson,

1968) supports the theory that a cooking curriculum enhances
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reading and math readiness skills and also enriches social
skills while teaching health, science and nutrition.
Reading readiness skills include:

order and sequence, like-

nesses and differences, identifying positions, size relationships, picture/sight words, left to right and top to bottom
eye progression.

Mathematics readiness skills refer to:

classification, counting, weights and measurements, ordinal
numbers, volume and space, and guantitive comparisons.
The subjects of this experimental study were five- and
six-year-old inner city, minority race students in an urban
community in the southwest.

The experimental group con-

sisted of 15 five-year-old children and 8 six-year-old
children in a multi-level class grouping.

The control group

consisted of 15 five-year-old kindergarten youngsters and
8 six-year-old first graders in a regular classroom
setting.

To insure validity of this experiment the control

and the experimental groups were selected from their pretest scores of Test of Essential Reading Skills (TERS) and
Test of Essential Mathematics of Skills (TEMS)
Note 1).

(Granowsky,

Both classes were at the same urban school.

The

experimental group was exposed to readiness skills in
reading and mathematics through manipulative action in a
cooking center.
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Hypothesis
The following null hypothesis was evaluated in this
study:
Ho:

No differences in mastery of readiness skills
by kindergarten and first grade students in
math and reading will be found between children
who are introduced to those skills in a manipulative cooking center than children exposed
through conventional sight and recall methods
as measured by the TERS and TEMS.
Limitations

The limitations of this study were:
1.

The sample used only minority race kindergarten

and first grade students from a low socio-economic level
from one inner-city public elementary school.
2.

The subjects selected for this study came from a

very limited structured living environment.
3.

Frequent absences and residential mobility changed

the groups and caused instability.
4 ~

The many interruptions due to building reconstruc-

tion prevented some intellectual progress to the control
and experimental groups.
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5.

Due to a large school enrollment the s u bjects we r e

non-randomly selected by their pretest scores of TEMS an d
'r E RS.
Definitions
A k indergarten-first grade student, used in this study
wa s a child five or six years old respectively as of
September 1, 19 69.

The students were of Mexican and Negro

orig ins.
Readiness, the level established by the TEMS and TERS
a s used in the school district this research was conducted
in .
Mathematics readiness skills as stated in TEMS are:
A.

Readiness
1.

B ..

Readinsss
2.

C.

Match and classify objects as alik e or
different by color, shape, size and
thickness.

Geometry

3.
4.
D.

Tell location--example top/bottom, left/right,
inside/outside.

Identify and describe triangles, squares,
circles and rectangles.
Compare triangles, squares, circles and
rectangles by size, shape a n d color.

Patterns
5.
6.

Recognize and complete patter ns by color,
shape and size.
Put parts together to mak e a whole.
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E.

Numbers and Numerals I
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

F.

Measurement
13.
14.
15.
16.

G.

Compare objects of different lengths (tallest,
longest, shortest).
Compare the weight of objects in the following
ways; most, least, heaviest, lightest.
Identify a scale, calendar, thermometer and
clock.
Identify by name a penny, nickel, dime,
quarter, half dollar and dollar bill.

Pre-addition/Pre-subtraction
17.
18.

H.

Count aloud members of groups (0-10).
Identify numerals corresponding to orally
presented words.
Identify the position of an object (first,
second, third, fourth, fifth).
Compare equivalent sets by matching one to one.
Match the correct numeral (0-10) to groups of
objects (0-10) ..
Compare a set (0-10) as being "more than" or
"less than" another set by one-to-one
matching.

Join two groups of less than five objects and
tell how many objects there all together.
Separate a group of ten or fewer objects into
two groups and state the number in each group.

Numbers and Numerals II
19.

Write the numerals 0-9.

(Granowsky, Note 1)

Reading readiness skills as stated in TERS are:
Building Auditory Skills (listening)
1.
2.

Identifies words that have the same
beginning sound.
Identify rhyming words.
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Building Visual Skills (seeing )
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identifies the missing part of pic t u r e s
Sees likenesses a n d differences
a.
in pictures of objects
b . in geometric shapes
c . in letters
d.
in letter groups
Identifies positions
Recognizes size relationships
Knows left to right direction
Identifies capital letters
Identifies small letters

Building Comprehension Skills (understand i ng)
10 .
11.

Listens for details
Recalls order (sequence or events in story).

(Note 1)
The ma nipulative cooking center, was a center set for
experimental cooking projects.

It included picture recipe

cards , cooking utensils, specific measurement materials
and food and cooking staples.

An adjacent housekeeping

center was used to complete the project.
The socio-economic levels and personal variables
included in this study were,
from one parent homes,

(a) 90 % of the students were

(b) all lived on an annual family

income of less than $3,000,

(c) 20% of the students were

eligible for Title I Government academic aid,

(d)

40% of

the students were bi-lingual, Spanish-English speak ing.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
When children cook every day they become involved in
doing things themselves.

They learn cause and effect and

generate much joy and enthusiasm in the process.

Preschool

is the ideal time to introduce cooking to children for they
are less inhibited and are very inquisitive and curious
(Ferreira, 1973).

Young children seem very interested in

learning about foods.

They benefit mostly when they can be

directly involved with little adult participation.

Foods

serve as visual aids and catalysts in the areas of art,
science, language, math, culture and almost every activity
undertaken in a preschool (Quigley, 1977).

Children feel

an awareness of smells, tastes and touch as they work with
different kinds of foods.

Cooking experiences afford many

opportunities to make decisions and are especially joyful
during holidays and a child's birthday (Kissinger, Note 2).
Many different objectives can be reached through
cooking in the preschool.

Children love to do things that

they see adults do, so cooking becomes a very real thing
for them to do.

Cooking can be more than fun.

With proper

selection of recipes and use of materials, it can provide
many opportunities for cognitive growth, social and cultural
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l ear ning, and an introduction to reading and ma thematics .
Hea l t h and nutrition can be stressed as the ch il dr en are
expo sed to various recipes (Croft & Hess, 1972 ) .
Many teachers have used cooking in their classrooms
a nd k now from experience that children love it.

As they

wor k , they learn many skills and discover simple scientific
p rinciples.

Good work habits are developed as the children

clean u p as they go along, completing a task they have
s t ar t e d a n d following directions carefully (Bruno, 1974).
It is not difficult to provide cooking expe riences in
n u r sery or primary schools, since lessons can be set up
almost anywhere with a minimum of equipmen ·t.

Foods can and

should be cooked in school for the children to eat on the
spot, to share with others, and to take home (McClenahan &
Jaqua, 1976).

At the University of Texas in Arlington

teachers are using cooking experiences to extend language
development and teach reading skills.

This program, Summer

Adventures in Learning, enrolls children ages 6 to 12 who
have reading problems .

The program is in its second y e ar

and includes youngsters from the Dallas/Fort Worth area.
Its success was viewed on W.F.A.A. television, Weekend
Up d at e last summer (Martin, Note 3).

Four and five year old

y oungs t e rs in a Title I school in Fort Worth, Texas have
t h e ir own s pring and fall garden and cook their seasonal
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g oodies.

Some of the vegetables a re started i n the ir

g reenhouse.

Te acher s at the school use the l an gua g e

de v e lopment approach to reading and use exper i e nc e char t s
and f lip chart type recipes to foster reading an d ma th
readi n es s s k ills.

In the first grade, cook ing e x periences

are related to reading, handwriting, spelling a n d language
d evelopment and are a follow through program of Head Start
(Cr ai g , Note 4).
Children are obliged to adapt themselves constantly
to a s ocial world of elders whose interests and rules remain
exter n al to them and to a physical world which they only
slightly understand.

It is importan t that children have an

a rea of activity where motivation is not adapted to reality
bu t on the contrary, an assimilation of reality to themselves,
wi t hout coercions or sanctions.

This is the area of play,

which transforms reality by assimilation to the needs of
themselves, whereas imitation (when it constitutes an end
in itself) is accommodation to external models (Piaget,
1969) .

The cooking experience fosters new attitudes about

se lf and others .

Children at various stages of development

can wor k togeth e r sharing a common, yet individually
cha ll eng ing expe rience.

Children learn to help each other

a n d a cc e pt help from others.

Cooking allows children to

become l e arn e r s in the most active sense.

They are doers,
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not just spectators.

They produce and decide and take on

the responsib ilities of completing a tas k (Cook, 1976) .

In

its simplest form, the reading process seems to involve a
broad range o f perceptual, associative and cogn itive
elements (Spodek, 1973).

We know young children can learn

quite a reasonable amount of words without analytic
techniques.

Reading labels on merdhandise in the grocery

store and associating names with television commercials is
the very beginning of word and symbol association.

Spodek

def ines reading readiness most simply as the predisposition
to benefit from reading instruction.

Piaget defin e s reading

readiness as the acquisition of cognitive competencies and
perceptual skills necessary to learn to read, a process of
attaching meaning to the written word and sentences.
Logical capabilities are developmental in nature, they
cannot be taught directly to the child unless he is on the
brink of discovering them spontaneously.

Without an aware-

ness provided by such cognitive capabilities the child may
attempt to memorize everything (Wadsworth, 1978).
Beginning reading can be taught by the kindergarten
teacher by using several approaches.

The combination of

approac h es and different activities will enable the teacher
to individualize her instruction.

Reading to children is a

natural way to introduce them to reading.

Learning to read
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oc curs most naturally when children are using reading to get
a mes sage, a story, or needed information..

Reading must be

kept in constant relationship to writing whenever possible
(Bat e s, 1979).

Children can learn the importan ce of reading

t o find out information.

Reading a recipe, reading labels

on food to make sure it is the right item, and reading to
follow directions are all essential.

Young children enjoy

copying recipe cards, making recipe charts and decorating
recipes.

One of the most powerful incentives to read lies

in seeing adults read (McAfee, 1979).
Cooking is a reading vehicle par excellence!

Kinder-

gar ten children can read two-dimensional recipes while first
graders read language experience charts related to their
cooking experience.

Recognition of sequence and careful

reading of the recipe helps develop better reading skills.
Many recipes have interesting anecdotes that children enjoy
and many stories can be read and related to a
experience (Jenkins & Shaul, Note 5).

cookin~

Bruno believes that

the cooking activity helps reinforce reading s k ills.
Children will read in order to follow the recipes and understand picture recipe cards.

There are many read-aloud books

that foster cooking experiences.

In classes where more than

one language is spoken, cooking can be a bilingual experience
as the children converse in a relaxed manner.

Cooking can
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also be a beginning experience in writing as ch i ldren copy
and decor a t e the i r own recipe cards or copy recipe charts.
Books can lead to a cook ing experience.

An excellent

piec e of children's literature can inspire and lead to a
fas cin ating cook ing experience.

Coody (1973) believes that

o f a ll the learning experiences a teacher might plan for
you n g childr e n, none can be as versatile or exciting as
coo k in g .

If the cooking activities are appropriate to the

de velopmen tal level of the children, all areas of the
c u r r iculum can be enhanced.

Language arts skills are

a c q uired as children learn exciting vocabulary related to
f oods.

Sequential order is learned in a natural manner as

t he y follow recipe cards or directions on a tape recorder.
Le arning theory tells us that young children prefer
in teresting work over entertainment or other activities .
Cook ing is interesting work.

Some teachers have always

b e lieved that children and cooking go together.

Other

e d ucators feel that children and cooking and literature
go tog e ther and make a recipe for fun and learnin g.
Pre school children experience many informal activities
wi t h n umbers.

The young child is able to establish a one-

t o-on e correspondence between two sets of objects and later
re pl a c e this i d ea with number

symbols~

One of children's

ear l y e xpe ri e nc e s comes with identifying the concept of two
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c ommon to hi s own hands, feet and eyes, v-1hich l ater establishe s the ideas of equivalence and sets.

Early number

e xperiences may follow either an ordinal or a cardinal
approach .

Using the ordinal approach a child learns the

n umber names in sequence and may mechanically match a
sequence of number names with a sequence of objects.

Usin g

the cardinal approach the young child learns the natural
numbers as names for standard sets or groups (National
Co u nc i 1 , 1 9 6 7 ) .
Jenkins and Shaul felt there was no better way to learn
mathematics then through cooking.

The children can count

numbers of children and numbers of servings.

They can

increase and decrease recipes, make up shopping lists,
measure ingredients and compare amounts.

Cooking is an

excellent place for children to learn classification of
fruits, vegetables, dry ingredients, wet ingredients, hard
and soft ingredients.

Costs of each recipe can be figured

and the child can begin learning the value of coins.

Of

course cooking also introduces the element of time as the
children count the minutes each recipe takes to blend, mix,
chill, cook or bake.
If for no other reason, cooking in the classroom can be
justified for its enhancement of mathematics.

The very

b a sics of math are discovered and reinforced in cooking.
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Children's mathematical vocabulary is increased, they learn
the difference between exact measurements and estimation.
Children must learn to tell time in cook ing .

The cookin g

center will contribute to each child's growth in mathemati cs , but the changes will not be rapid.

Piaget's studies

revealed that some of the most fundamental math concepts
devel op far more slowly than was once believed.

We cann ot

hasten the maturing process but we can provide an environment in which maturation can take place (Johnson & Povey,
1976).

The techniques involved in measuring give practice

in large and small muscle development and in mathematics
as well as preparing children for their cooking experience
(McClenahan et al., 1976).

McAfee (1979) acknowledged

coo k ing and s e rving food requires mathematical concepts and
skills.

Children learn the concepts of measuring, counting,

value of money, equivalence, units and sets, weights, and
the meaning of time.
Cooking and related activities provide a range of
concrete learning experiences in math:
weight, time, area,and money.

liquid measures,

Cooking accomn1odates children

in varying stages of mathematical development (Cook) .
While cook ing with children, Coody noticed they learned
and understood the basic operations of adding and subtracting, grouping and place value, ratio and proportion,
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and graph i c operations w She h eard the language o f mathemat ics become a part of the children's vocabulary as they
spoke of more, less, half, and measure.

She believes cook -

ing provides opportunities to work with non-standard units
of measur e as well as standard measurements.
metric and English Units
cartoon recipe cards.

(U~S.

Customary)

Cook used

in her attractive

McCleary (1979) believes that varied

opportunities must be made available if a child is to have
cook ing experience.

Successful independent food preparation

can stimulate growth and give the young chef experience i n
planning well balanced

meals~

The Phoenix Gazette,

St~

Louis Globe Democrat and The

Dallas Morning News have a surn..ruer cooking program designed
by their food editors which offers easy and more advanced

recipes for youngsters ages five to sixteen.

The six-wee k

activity is climaxed by awards to the best cooks on the
basis of entry cards submitted stating their results and
skills learned from the recipes.

The program originated

with Jane Baker of the Phoenix Gazette.

Junior Gourme t

is in its nineteenth year in St. Louis, Missouri.

Sponsored

by the st . Louis Globe Democrat this group is now in its
second generation of cooks.

These youngsters have compiled

their own set of recipes in the Junior Gou rmet Cookbook.
This year the the me for summer cook ing is Cookin g Around
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the World and will show how various recipes carne to the
United States.

Plans for next year are to include help

for earning cooking badges in scouting (Marshall , Note 6).
Junior Chef Club 1980, is currently running in the Da ll as
Morning Ne ws.

The kitchen-tested recipes practice basic

cooking skills such as chopping, mixing, bak ing, grating,
braising, wor k ing with yeast,and recognizing cooking terms.
Junior Chefs i s in its third year, and an average of 1,000
children participate each summer.

The value of the program

is to teach nutr ition concepts and show children the basic
handling and mak i ng of foods.

Personal notes from partici-

pants to the food editor relate that the chefs have learned
to read t he recipe from start to finish, be accurate with
the i r mea sur ement s, and follow directions carefully
(Griffeth, Not e 7 ) .
Surruuary
Children involved in cooking experiences enjoy many
enr iching social and learning situations.

Exposing children

t o these s itua-tions can make the classroom a stimulating
en vi ronment f or the young student.

Teachers who use a

cognitive approach to cook ing as part of their curriculum
en hanc e the teaching of language arts, mathematics, science,
social studies , and art.

The young child's natural
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curiosity to mathematics and reading is challenged when
cooking or working in a food activity (grocery shopping,
food preparation, menu making, setting the table).

It is

conceivable that the parent-school relationship can be
encouraged through cooking in the classroom and can bring a
pleasant and valuable parent-child togetherness.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN
The purpose of this research study focused on the
comparative effects in both the affective and cognitive
domains of learning reading and mathematic readiness s k ills
in a conventional classroom environment and an open classroom environment which used a manipulative cooking center
median with the experimental group.
Subjects
The subjects non-randomly selected for this study were
30 kindergarten and 16 first grade low-economic, minorityrace children at an inner-city public school in Dallas,
Texas.

Their ages ranged from 5.2 to 6.9 years.

The raw scores made on the kindergarten placement test
from TEMS and TERS determined the placement of students in
the control and experimental

groups~

The raw scores of TEMS

and TERS level 1 made up the first grade

groups~

Due to

large class enrollment at the school the experimental group
consisted of 15 kindergarten and 8 first graders in a multilevel K-1 grouping.

The teacher determined that the highest

scores from the kindergarten test and the lowest scores
from the first grade test would comprise the class.
19
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The kindergarten control group consisted of 26 chil dren
in a regular classroom setting.

For the purpos e o f this

study the 15 students from this class who tested hi ghest o n
TEMS and TERS would be compared to the K-1 experimental
group.

Th e first-grade control group consisted of 28

children in a conventional classroom .

For the purpose of

this study 8 s tudents from this class who tested lowest on
TEMS and TERS would be compared to the K-1 experimental
group.

Two f irst graders were special education students ;

o ne was in each of the groups.
Description of Teachers
The kindergarten teacher of the control group h a s a
B.S. degree in education, 9 hours credit toward a Masters
Degree and is certified for early childhood education.
Th is was her second year of teaching, both years in the
same school.

Although not as experienced as the other two

teachers i n the study she has a warm and friendly relationship with the children and a real concern for their
intellectual achievement.
The firs t grade teacher of the control group holds a
B.A . degree in education and is certified in elementary
educa t ion.

She is bi-lingual Spanish speak ing .

taug ht nine years in inner-city schools.
well run and organized.

She has

Her classroom is
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The experimental groups teacher holds a B.S. degree in
education and is certified in early childhood, elementary
ed., sociology, and teacher of young children.

She is com-

pleting her Masters Degree and has taught sixteen y e ars
( 13 years in public school and 3 years in a private school
as a cirriculum coordinator).
Instruments
The Test of Essen tial Reading Skills and the Test of
Essential Mathematics Skills are achievement tests given
to all elementary and middle-school children (K-8 students)
in the Dallas Independent School District (Granows k y, Note1).
Beg inning at level K they are designed to see if the child
has mastered a specific basic skill at his academic level.
The researcher used levels K and 1.
Sk ills are rated as beginning progress, progress short
of mastery, and mastery.

Results are tabulated on a progress

form which corresponds to the test.

Parents are given a

booklet, Partners in Reading and Partners in Mathematics,
which correlates the test objectives and has numerous ideas
and related activities to do at home with the child.

The

tests and the parents booklet are printed in English and
Spanish.
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Starting with the 1980-81 school year all K- 3 report
cards wi ll be des i gned similar to the TEMS and TERS progress
f orm so par e nts can see at regular 6 week intervals how
man y basic skills the child has mastered.
Procedure
The first week of September all 5-year-old studen t s
took the k in d ergarten placement test.

The purpose of the

t e st is to see if a child is eligible for Title One Government Aid.

The children who mastered the most objectives

on the test were placed in the experimental group.
child was tested individually.

Each

The teachers followed exact

questions and all answers were given verbally except one;
i d entify missing parts of a picture which was drawn with a
crayon.

The questions on the placement test coincide with

TEMS and TERS.
First graders were grouped by their TEMS and TERS
k ind ergarten scores from the previous year.

All new students

were given TEMS and TERS to establish their academic level
for class

placement~

The new children were tested

individually by a first grade teacher and used a pencil on
their answer booklet.

The 8 children scoring lowest were

placed in the experimental group and the other children
scoring low were placed in the first grade control group
with some students scoring in the mid-range.
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The Control Groups Classroom
The kindergarten control group had six tabl e s with
four or five children at each.

The children were grouped

at each table by their academic ability.
set as centers:

library, manipulatives, listening, writin g,

art, and teacher center.

The children rotated every 20

minutes at the request of the teacher.
o f manipulatives were used.
morning.

The tables were

A limited number

Centers were used only in the

Children worked in group activities in the

afternoon.

Math was taught by using mimeograph ditto work

sheets and records as a group activity.

Reading readiness

was taught from story books, the Macmillan Kindergarten
series, ditto sheets related to the alphabet and cut and
paste activities related to phonics.

Creative Action

Reading (Sietsema, Note 8) was introduced the second
semester.

The group was exposed to visual aids (film strips,

movies) daily that reinforced reading and math readiness
and had an hour per week in the school media center under
the direction of the school librarian.
The first grade control group sat at individual desks.
A reading table was set up for teacher-student reading
instruction, as were a listening center and individual
boxes for the children to sit in and enjoy a reading
experience.

Children copied teacher-made charts related
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to math and reading.

Ditto sheets were used dail y to

r einforce math and reading sk ills .
given twice a week .

Timed math tests were

Houghton Mifflin and Econ omy we re the

basal r e a d ing s erie s and Macmillan math series wa s u sed.
Read ing groups ranged from two to seven children i n each.
Math was taught to the entire group at o n e time with
in d ividu al help given as needed.

Visual aids were used

twice a we ek to reinforce math and readin g s ki lls.

This

g roup was also exposed to the media center for a n hour
e ach wee k .
Th e Experimental Group Classroom
The expe rimental group was an open sty le classroom.
teacher center table held six children.
four was set for written work.

A

Another table for

Several small centers for

two or three students each were around the room:

manipula-

tives, bloc k s, easel painting, art activity selection, sand
table, listening, housekeeping and cooking.

A few small

chairs were kept at a bookshelf for free readin g .

The

class was designed for the ability of the stude n ts so ma ny
of the first graders worked on kindergarten level and
several k indergarten children worked on first grade level.
Children were grouped by ability in reading readiness at
t he t e acher center; otherwise they could select any center
the y wished.
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Al l center activity was explained in the mor nin g s o
the cooking center became a part of the regular ac ti v i ty.
Th e cook i n g activities b e gan the third week o f school a nd
th i s procedure was followed:
1.

Chi l dren sat on the floor facing the t e acher and

the cook ing center.
2.

All food and staples and utinsils need ed were o n

d i s play .
3.

Vocabulary such as mixing, blending, sifting,

cutting wer e explained and demonstrated.
4.

A 9 x 12 inch recipe card made of cut out food

pictures and hand drawings was tac k ed to the center
an d explained by the researcher.
5.

The researcher followed the recipe, completely

cook ing one portion.
6.

After the food was prepared it was placed o n a

paper plate and taken to the housekeeping center to be
eaten at a childrens size table and chairs set with napk in,
plastic eating utensils and a centerpiece made by the class.
7.

Two volunteers were selected to begin cooking.

They followed these directions:
a.

Wash hands .

b.

Read then reread recipe card for directions.

c.

Follow the cooking directions carefully.
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d.

Watch the timing o f the recipe .

e.

Do not touch the hot portable oven , get
assistance from the teacher.

f.

Set the housekeeping table and eat t h e cooked
food in the housekeeping center.

g.

Clean the cooking and housekeeping

h.

Select two classmates to go to the cooking

centers~

center next.
8.

Every child did each recipe during the year.

9.

Recipe cards were posted the previous day to

stimulate interest.
10.

They went from simple to more complex.

Recipes were often the end result of childr e n 1 s

literature that had been read to the class, seen on a film
or film strip .
11.

Seasonal foods were used as often as possible to

cut expenses.
12.

Foods were explored and correlated with reading,

math, art, health-science, social studies and writing.
13.

The cooking experience was enhanced by field trips

to the Farmers Market, the Dallas Garden Center, a class
visit from the food economist of Dallas Power & Light Company,
nutrition tips from the school nurse, planting vegetable
seeds and experiencing texture, looks and the taste of
fresh vegetables directly from the researchers home garden.
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14 .

The cooking center was used three times a week

through May.

It was climaxed the last day of school with

a class picnic which the children planned from Peanuts
Lunch Bag Cook Book of Charlie Brown.
Mathematics was taught at four centers every afternoon
with the teacher and children rotating to various centers
as help was

needed~

Numerous and varied manipulatives were

used at the math centers through the

year~

The Macmillan

math text was used with its extended activities of charts,
ditto sheets and unit tests.
used in group activities as
math related stories.

Math games and records were
were

films, film strips and

Writing numbers at the board and

on paper was encouraged and teacher-made math charts were
available to work with.
The 19 objectives that were to be mastered in Test of
Essential Mathematics Skills were presented in the cooking
center in the following manner:
Math Readiness.

Location of top/bottom, left/right,

inside/outside were used with picture recipe cards.

Children

picture read the directions beginning at the top of the card
and going from right to left.

Inside/outside was rein-

forced every time food was put in then taken out of the
oven.

Setting the table also gave experience in the

mentioned readiness skills.
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Classification.

Match and classify objects as alike or

different by color, shape, size and thic kne ss .

The four

basic food groups lended itself well to teach classification.
Two home economists brought numerous types of foods to the
class for a demonstration and the children enjoyed selecting
them from a box and classifying them as fruits, vegetabl e s,
dairy products, meats (fish and poultry). Color, shape, size
and thickness were noticed as the cooking process changed
the consistency and looks of fruits and vegetables.

One of

the most enjoyable experiences was making strawberry milk
shakes.

The children were fascinated by the manipulation of

the blender and delighted with the results of changing a
solid to a liquid state.

Tomatoes from the researchers

garden became a reward for achievement and the youngsters
used the various kinds, Porter, Better Boy, Spring Giant,
Sweet 100, and Fantastics to classify by size and various
shades of red.
Geometry.

Identify and describe triangles, squares,

rectangles, circles and compare them by size, shape, and
color.

Shape concepts were reinforced by constant referral

to size and shapes of mixer, oven, blender, hot plate, pots,
pans, utensils and especially cookie cutters.

A valuable

experience was tracing shapes on tag board, cutting them out
and then using the shape pattern as cooky cutters on rolled
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d o ug h for s ugar cook i e s.

Rolling dough for pies a n d cook ies

wa s a f un thing to do to create shapes and to develop fi n e
hand muscles and aid coordination.

The childr e n noticed how

the various shape s of cookies, pies , cak es etc . became
larger or smaller, higher or
Patterns .

flatt e r

in the bak ing proces s.

Recognize and complete p atterns by color,

shape, size and put parts together to mak e a whole .
Patterns were explored by the use of various cereals (cor n.
f lak es, rice crispies, Captain Crunch, Cherri-O's) at the
same time children were learning the value of a good
break fast.

Different shaped maccaroni (spagetti, sea-shell,

elbow ) was used in mak ing pattern chains; later the pasta
was painted with tempra.

Popcorn and cranberries were

strung at Christmas for tree decorations and followed a
specific pattern.

Several types of beans (navy, Mexican-

red , pinto , blac k -eyed, string green) were used to illustrate
shape, color and size and the changes that took place when
the beans were cooked.

Cold bean salads were made to show

how individual foods can be put together, and the taste
changed, when one whole salad is made.

Oranges, apples,

bananas, cakes and pies, toast and sandwiches were frequently
cut into halves, fourths, thirds, and sixths to show how
many pieces made a whole.
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Numbers and numerals I.

Counting aloud members of

groups (0-10) was frequently employed as children mixed
ingredients and counted the number of strokes to comply
with the recipe, counted the seconds of blending when using
the blender, calculated the number of minutes on the play
clock and set the timer.

Numerals were identified to orally

presented words as the class went over directions on the
recipe cards with the teacher.

Positions of first, second,

third, fourth, fifth were common vocabulary when discussing
a recipe, "first sift the dry ingredients, second add the
wet ingredients, third .mix them together, fourth pour batter
in pre-greased pan, .fifth place pan inside pre-heated oven
for specified time."

Equivalent sets were matched one-to-one

as 1 t salt was matched to 1 t baking powder or 1 C sugar to
1 c flour.

Matching the correct numeral (0-10)

to groups of

objects (0-10) was automatically done while setting the
table, preparing the cooking center for use, working with
various .ingredients and dividing the finished

cooked

product.

The children noticed when one recipe yielded more or less
than the other recipe and compared their individual measurements for a recipe matching their ingredients one-to-one and
noticing if there was a difference.
Measurement.

Various pans and pots were compared in

size to determine which one could be used for a recipe and
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why it should be used .

Concepts of tallest, longest, a n d

shortest, were easy to learn as the children manipu lated
various cooking utensils and determined their usage for
various amounts .

A memorable event occurred when the class

measured various lengths of uncooked spagetti.

After the

spagetti was cooked and a sauce made the children tried to
determine whose spagetti was longest as he slipped it
between his lips and ate it.

Weights of objects were

d etermined by various sizes of cans, bottles and sacks that
contained foods and staples needed at the center.

An

interesting comparison was the weight of flour to sugar
and why, when it was put together and baked, it weighed less.
Children noticed that flour sifted several times appeared
lighter and would overflow the original 1 C measurement
they started with.
Identification and use of the scale, calendar, thermometer and clock was a common practice in the cooking center.
Several scales were

introduced~

A standing scale was used

to weigh heavy quantities of produce and to weigh the
children (some weighed before and after eating) .

A balance

scale was frequently used to see if food stuffs weighed more
or less and a small kitchen scale was kept at the center to
show ounces.

All scales were in English Units.

researcher did not introduce me tric units.

The

A daily calendar
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that the children made related the various cookin g activities
on a weekly basis.

The calendar became a sort of diary of

their cooking experiences.

It might have been a good idea to

list children who were to cook on a designated day on the
calendar, but for this experimental study each child cook ed
three times a week so it was not necessary to list them.
Three thermometers were available to the students.

A

cardboard play thermometer was used to introduce the children
to hot and cold temperature, degrees and freezing.

An out-

door thermometer by the window and a cooking thermometer
helped with cooking concepts.

In the winter ice-pops were

made by pouring cool-aid in small covered paper cups and
leaving them on the window sill to freeze overnight.

When

it showed, fresh snow was collected in aluminum bowls and
snow ice cream was

made~

The cooking thermometer told us

when the Christmas candy was at boiling point and was
ready to take off the hot plate.
Three time devises were in the room.
play clock, a regular clock and a timer.

A mason board
The class cal-

culated the given time of a recipe, the teacher located the
time on the play clock to show when something would be done,
set the timer for the exact minutes and the children would
check the regular clock when the timer rang to see if the
time coincided with the play clock.

When a child mixed
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something by hand or in the blender he counted the minutes
himself as "1-100 , 2-100 , 3-100" or he set the timer.
Identification of money was exemplified on field trips.
Before Thanksgiv i ng a field trip to the Farmers Market was
planned.

The object of the trip was two-fold:

to see the

various produce natural to the area that the farmers grew
and sold and to see how much the produce sold for.

Children

brought money to buy what they wanted and what was left was
combined to buy unusual produce they were not familiar with.
No one brought over a dollar so the change made acquainted
them with the value of penny, nickel, dime, quarter and halfdollar.

Some children noticed their money bought more at

the outdoor market than at the Super Market or 7-11 drive
in.
~addition

and pre-subtraction.

Putting ingredients

together became such a natural thing to do in the cooking
center that pre-addition skills were easily learned.

When

the children followed the picture recipe card and added the
basic ingredients they saw and felt the process of

addition~

When the finished cooked product was shared with classmates
or portioned out among themselves they readily understood
the basic idea of pre-subtraction.

For the purpose of this

study, as with most pre school children, the mean was set
at 10; however, many of the children used their addition and
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subtraction skills on up through 15 and 30 doing related
cooking activities (counting a dozen eggs, using only six or
half dozen, baking a batch of cookies that yielded 36 and
stacking them in stacks of six, sharing 2 C juice with four
friends equally, counting raisins for Gingerbread Men for
two eyes, one nose, eight buttons, dividing a large Easter
Bunny cake into 80 pieces to be shared by neighboring
classrooms and many, many more realted activities).
Number and numerals II.

Writing the numerals 0-10 was

utilized effectively when the children began to copy the
recipe card.

By Thanksgiving many of the youngsters started

copying on their own and by spring it became the fun thing
for everyone to do.

Colored paper, marks-a-lots, pencils,

scissors, paste and magazines were available for those who
wanted to make their own recipe cards or copy the one at the
center.

It should be noted this was a free selection

activity, not a teacher directed math activity.
The same reading series was used for the experimental
group as the control groups.

Reading and reading readiness

was taught in the morning at the teacher center to groups
of two to five children at a time.

Charts reinforcing reading

skills, experience charts, and cooking charts were made by
the teacher for use at this center and the writing center.
Creative Action Reading (Sietsema) and its musical counterpart was introduced the second week of school and used
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throughout the year.

Several stories were read daily and

visual aids (film strips, films) were used twice a week.
The group also enjoyed a weekly visit to the media center.
The 11 objectives that were to be mastered in Test of
Essential Reading Skills were presented in the cooking
center in the following manner:
Reading readiness.

The building of auditory skills

(listening) were developed in several ways through the
cooking experience.

Children associated beginning sounds

with identifying pictures and words on the recipe cards.
The letter-sound association of the letter N was difficult
until we started cooking experiments with goodles and
smelled the spagetti sauce with our noses.

The letter B was

also made more memorable when a three foot inflatable banana
hung over the cooking center and the weekly cooking project
included banana cream pie, African boiled bananas and
chocolate banana boats.

Although each letter was not given

special emphasis, several of the more difficult ones were,
such as the diagraph ch as used in chocolate cakes, cup
cakes and chocolate fudge.

Identifying rhyming words was

accomplished mostly with nursery rhymes.

Mother Goose

cooking cards were associated with Humpty Dumpty, PeasPorridge-Hot, Little Miss Muffet (the children also learned
tha-t whey was a milk-cheese biproduct) , The Queen of
Hearts, Jack Sprat and numerous others.
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Build ing visual skills (seeing) was expressed through
the picture recipe cards .

By making their

O"~dn

recipe cards

the children were able to identify missing parts to the
recipe sequence and fill the part in by finding the correct
picture to use.

They saw likenesses and differences in

texture and tastes of various foods and could relate the
skill to the beginning reading process.

As explained under

math skills evaluation seeing likenesses and differences in
shapes, was made more memorable through the cooking experience.
The children learned to associate letters and letter groups
that made words as they learned to follow the recipe card.
This skill is often difficult for the young child whose
eyes are not completely developed, so the recipe card with
its pictures, cartoons, color and simple word associaton
made the letter-word association easier and fun.
Identifying positions such as over, under, left, right,
beginning, middle, end, before, after, bottom, top, back,
front was commonly used as the children baked and cooked.
For example follow these directions for a pie:
begin let's look at the recipe card.

"Before we

Beginning at the top

of the card read from the left side to the right side to
see what you will do.
add~

Sift* 2 Cups* flour* over a bowl*,

Cup* Crisco*, mix with pastry whip*.

*Picture

Add 2 Tablespoons*,
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water* an d blend .

Shape into 2 balls*, and roll wi th roll-

i ng pin*, on top of a floured cutting board*.

After each

ball of dough i s rolled out place a pie plate*, u n d er one
pie shell* , and pric k bottom of she l l with for k * .
middle

of the shell with prepared f illing*.

Fill the

Pl a ce secon d

pie shell* on top and flute the end with your thu mb* .

Pric k

the toE of the shell, place it on the middle rack in th e
oven and toward the back.

Now, two childr e n come to th e

front of the cooking center and go over the recipe card with
me."

Capital and lower case letters were also recogn ized by

association with the recipe and sometimes shaped with cook ie
dough.
Building comprehension skills (understanding) was
developed for the children since they had to listen carefully and follow directions for their cooking to be eatable.
Like other educators who have children cook in their classrooms this researcher agrees that one of the most important
skills cooking teaches is to listen to details and be able
to follow directions in sequential order.
All reading teachers agree that the best way to make
children want to learn reading is to read to them.

It not

only stimulates in ·terest and curiosity but lets them know
the value of the written word.

Many teachers who cook in

kindergarten use good children's literature to create
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interest in their cooking centers.

Following are a few of

the most memorable stories and recipes e n joyed b y the experimental group .

Bread and _Jam for Frances (Hoban, 1964) was

an excellent beginning f or the cookin g center because the
simple recipe card was easy for the children to follow
individually .

The Carrot Seed (Krauss, 1966) was a n intro-

duction to TERS section of sequence and details.

On a field

trip to the Garden Center children were given a lecture,
movie, tour of the center and planted bean seeds and also
saw how vegetables grow under or above ground.

Upon return-

ing to school the children planted carrot seeds and acted
out the story in the book; the class made carrot and raisin
salad, cook ed carrots, used carrots in a relish tray and
during art made vegetable collages which were displayed
around the cooking center.

The story of Johnny Apple Seed

created interest in size _relationships of which pot would
fit which child's head; a big pot also held all the apples
needed for baking.

Stories about Santa Claus led the

children to making Santa Sandwiches; a delightful Santa
cookie cutter shape made a Santa suit that was covered with
strawberry jam and a beard was made of miniature white
marshmellows .
A real class project was made from the favorite, The
Gingerbread Man (Arno, 1967).

In the cooking center each
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ch i l d d e corate d hi s own g i ngerbr e a d ma n a n d in the a r t
center g i ngerbre ad men were mad e f rom bro\m c on str u ct i on
p a per and decorate d with white p a int, red hots a n d rais in s .
Two gingerbread hou s es were bak ed a n d decorate d and two
large paper gin gerbread houses were made and decorated wi th
can dy can e s , gum drops, life savers, cook ies, a nd sugar
candy .

Christmas season was climaxed by the classes dis-

play of the Gingerbread houses and Gingerbread men from
paper and cook ie and cak e batter along with recipe cards at
the local public library n e ar school.

Paintings also

accompanied the display .
With the story A Snowy Day (Keats, 1971) snow ice
cream was made from a recipe card that looked like a
snowman .

The Egg Tree

(Milhous, 1950) was read before

the class dyed their Easter Eggs and made bask ets.

A l a rge

Easter Bunny Cak e surrounded by cupcakes shaped lik e Easter
Eggs was cut the last day before Spring vacation.
How to Make Possum's Honey Bread, Skunk's Chocolate
Sprinkle Bread, and Raccoon's Raisin Bread, too vlas most
enjoyable when hand puppets representing the animals helped
read the recipe cards that added special flavoring to a
basic bread recipe (Stevens, 1975) .
The children had their favorite, Rain Mak es Applesauce
(Scheer , 1964).

The book was memorized fro m the many
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readings and the recipe card affectionately smudged from
its use .

The smell of cinnamon, sugar and apples on

rainy days is one that will long be remembered.
Post testing
The first week in May both control groups and the
experimental group were posttested in TEMS and TERS.

The

test was administered by each teacher to five children at a
time.

Children circled their answers with a pencil on their

test booklet or wrote the number answer as specified in
TEMS.

Each teacher followed the prescribed instructional

manual and results were recorded on the progress form.

The

third week in May 15 kindergarten progress forms and eight
first grade forms of the control groups were given to the
researcher to use with the experimental group for this
study.
Hypothesis
To analyze the data, the following hypothesis was tested
at the .05 level of significance:
Ho:

No differences in mastery of readiness skills
by kindergarten and first grade students in
math and reading will be found between the
children 1.vho are introduced to those skills in
a manipulative cooking center than children
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exposed through conventional sight and recall
me thods as measured b y the TEMS and TERS.
The independent variable i den tified in this s tud y was
teaching method (i.e. cook ing versus sight recall method).
The dependent variables were math and reading readiness
skills as measured by TEMS and TERS respectively .
Statistics
A pretest, posttest design was considered to be best
suited to this research to test the cognitive gains within
TEMS and TERS.

The Mann-Whitney Q Test was used to assess

the significance of difference between the kindergarten
control and experimental groups at the pretest level.

This

test is a non-parametric counterpart of the t test for
independent means (Popham, 1967).

The U test is based on

the notion that, if scores of two similar groups are ranked
together (as though two groups were one), there will be
considerable intermingling of the two groups' rankings, but
if one group significantly exceeds the other, then most of
the superior group's ranking will be higher than those of
the inferior group.

The value of

£

is computed after the

combined ranking by concentrating on the lower ranked group
and counting the number of ranks of the higher group which
fall

'below' the lower ranked group (Siegel, 1962).

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of this study was to investigate the
comparative effects of teaching reading and mathema tics
readiness s k ills through a manipulative cooking center
contrasted to the conventional sight-recall method as
resulted in TEMS and TERS.

If the null hypothesis is

rejected then there will be a gain in scores on TEMS and
TERS by the exposure to the manipulative cooking center,
but if the null hypothesis is accepted then there will be
no difference in the math and reading scores in TEMS and
TERS.
The subjects used in this study were matched samples
of kindergarten and first grade minority-race children from
ages 5.2 to 6.9 years of age.

All 46 children attended the

same inner-city public school and were on the low-socioeconomic level.
Data analysis of pretest kindergarten scores for math
and reading using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney

£

Test show

no significant difference between the control and experimental groups.

The pretest scores of TEMS and TERS show all

of the 46 children began at the same K-1 academic level, thus
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the nul l h y pothesis has an equal chance of acceptance or
r ejection based o n the posttest scores .
The fol l owi ng nu ll hypothes i s was tested at the .05
level of s i gnif i cance:
Ho :

No differences in mastery of readiness
skills by kindergarten and first grade
students in math and reading will be
found between children who are introduced to those skills in a manipulative
cooking center than children exposed
through conventional sight and recall
methods as measured by the TERS and TEMS.

Rejected.
Table 1
Mann-Whitney

£

Analysis

u

Group

p

Kindergarten
Reading

15

15

6

.002

Math

15

15

13

.002

Reading

8

8

7

.003

Math

8

8

8

.005

First Grade
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A difference in mastery of reading and math readiness
was found between children who were introduced to those
skills in a manipulative cooking center and children
exposed through conventional sight and recall.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This study was designed to investigate the comparative
effects in both the affective and cognitive domains of a
manipulative cooking center as a median to teach reading
and math readiness skills to five and six year old children .
Mastery of these skills were assessed by the use of pretest
and posttest scores of TEMS and TERS.

The Mann-Whitney

U test was used to evaluate pre and posttest scores.

The

experimental and control groups were homogenous at the
pretest level but differences were highly significant on
bhe posttest level.

Thus the null hypothesis was rejected.

The rejection of the null hypothesis resulting from
the mastery of mathematics and reading readiness skills as
stated in TEMS and TERS through the medium of a cooking
center, and observations, gives rise to the following
conclusions:
Math readiness s k ills as location of top/bottom, left/
right, inside/outside were increased through the daily use
of picture recipe cards and enhanced by manipulation of
eating utensils in the cooking and housekeeping centers.
45
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Childr e n l earned to match and classify objects as alike or
di f ferent by color, shape , size and thic k ness throu gh
classification of foods in the basic four food grou ps .

The

changes that took place during the chemical process of
cooking showed children that color, shape, and sizes were
changed when heat or cold was applied or when they pureed,
blended, mixed or kneeded.
Geometry skills were increased when children used
various shaped cook ing utensils and cut rolled cook y dough
into circles, squares, triangles and rectangles.

The class

saw how shapes were often changed when the bak ing process
occurred.
Making various patterns with popular cereals and various
shaped maccaroni, seemed to increase skill such as sequencing and mak ing wholes from parts.

Cutting fruits and vege-

tables into equal parts and putting them together again
also increased children's ability to form a whole piece.
Children increased the skill of number and word
association as they went over the directions on the recipe
card, counted strokes as they mixed a recipe and noticed
numerals on the cook ing timer.

They remembered positions as

first, second, third, fourth, and fifth as they manipulated
ingredients to comply with the recipes.

Equivalent sets were

understood while matching sets in the house k eeping center,
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prepar ing the cook ing center for use, work i ng with dry and
wet i ngred i e n ts and div i ding the cooked produ ct e
The r esearcher noticed that the conc epts of t al lest,
longe s t, and shortest, seemed to be more easil y learned a s
the children manipulated various cooking utensils and
determined their usage for various given amounts.

Children

better understood the relationship of weight as they manipulated various sized cans, bottles, sac k s and containers that
held food and staples needed at the center
The children increased their skills in the identification and use of the scale, calendar, thermometer, and cloc k
as they weighed produce or ingredients, noticed the days the
class would cook , found the degree of boiling and freezi ng
for the purpose of cook ing, and calculated the correct time
a given recipe had to cook.
Children became more aware of the value of mon ey and
coin identification as they shopped for food for their
cooking center.

Pre-addition and pre - subtraction skills are

increased when a recipe card is followed and the coo k ed
product is divided up among classmates and shared.

Th e

recipe card also lends itself to the writing of numbers
as children copy numerals which tell them the exact proportions to use.
As children associated beginning sounds with identifying
pictures and words on the recipe cards they develop auditory
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skills essential to reading readiness.

Identifying rhyming

words becomes easier when children can cook some of the
things they associate with Mother Goose rhymes and Mother
Goose cooking recipe cards.
Building visual skills can be expressed through the
recipe card as the children copy the card and associate
letters and letter groups that make words.

Likenesses and

differences are readily associated with textures and tastes
in foods as children work with a variety of food products.
The recipe card is a tool par-excellence to teach children
positions such as over, under, left, right, beginning,
middle, end, before, after, bottom, top, back, and front,
because children follow the directions to complete the
finished product.
Comprehension skills are developed through cooking
as the children listen and follow directions in sequential
order.

Good children's literature becomes memorable and

alive when children are able to relive a related cooking
experience of a favorite book character.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this study, this researcher
concludes that a manipulative cooking center provides
cognitive growth and development in the areas of reading
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and math readiness s ki lls for young children.

The cook ing

center is an enriching, en j oyable , and stimulating experi ence for a child.

Young children can e a sily a n d readily

relate to experiences with food because food is a u n iversal
medium that they are familiar with.

Because of the high

interest level in the cooking center the rese a rcher f ound
there to be no behavioral problems and a high level o f
concentration.
From the above conclusions this researcher mak es further
implications that if a cooking center enhances the lear n ing
of reading and math readiness skills it could also develop
s k ills and knowledge in the fields of social studies, science,
health and nutrition.

It may be found that social develop-

ment, self-discipline, and the beginning of good work habits
are implied results of a well conducted cook ing center.
RecoR~endations

for Further Study

The researcher found many available materials on cooking
with children but no evidence that research had been done
previous to this experimental study that used tests to
evaluate the effects of cooking on academic s k ills.

An

experimental study would be beneficial in areas of teaching
social studies , science, health and nutrition through the
medium of a cooking center.

It would be extremely

interesting to research why young children are so
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se l f-disciplined and show good peer relationships while
cook ing, and what wor k habits are developed through this
human interaction.
Reading and math readiness skills were stressed in
this study and recipes were selected to aid in teaching the
skills in TEMS and TERS; however, an entire curriculum
could be developed around a cooking center and could
encompass all fields of language arts, social studies,
science and math.

The recipe card could be a real c u ltural

tool for the students.
Any research in this area would be more accurate if
carried out for at least one semester and probably two
semesters, as the study was done, to accurately evaluate
any gains that are made.
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